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ering to design a bright near-
infrared red photosensitizer: cellular bioimaging
and phototherapy†
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Xuejie Su,e Meixu Lei, e Qing Wan,f Yali Zhou*d and Muzhou Teng *e

Near-infrared red (NIR) fluorescence imaging guide phototherapeutic therapy (PDT) has the advantages of

deep tissue penetration, real-time monitoring of drug treatment and disease, little damage to normal tissue,

low cytotoxicity and almost no side effects, and thus, it is attracting increasing research attention and is

expected to show promising potential for clinical tumor treatment. The photosensitizer (PS), light source

and oxygen are the three basic and important factors to construct PDT technology, and highly efficient

PSs are still being passionately pursued because they determine the PDT efficiency. Ideal PSs should

have properties such as good biocompatibility, deep tissue penetration, and highly efficient reactive

oxygen species (ROS) generation despite the hypoxic environment. Therefore, pure organic type I PSs

with NIR fluorescence have been receiving increasing attention due to their deep penetration and

hypoxia resistance. However, reported NIR-active type I PSs usually require complex synthetic

procedures, which presents a challenge for mass production. In this research work, based on the

molecular design ideas of introducing the heavy atom effect and intramolecular charge transfer, we

prepared three NIR-active type I PSs (TNZ, TNZBr, and TNZCHO) using a very simple method with one

or two synthetic steps. Clear characterizations of photophysical properties, ROS performance tests, and

fluorescent imaging of human umbilical vein endothelial (HUVE) cells and PDT treatment of HepG2 cells

were carried out. The results revealed that the heavy atom and intramolecular charge transfer (ICT)

effects could obviously enhance the ROS efficiency, and both PSs produce only type I ROS without any

type II ROS (1O2) generation. The good NIR fluorescence brightness and type I ROS efficiency ensure

satisfactory bioimaging and PDT outcomes. This research provides the possibility of preparing NIR-active

type I PSs via mass production.
Introduction

Cancer and bacterial infections are serious threats to the health
and safety of human beings.1 Although traditional drug therapy
can effectively suppress tumor growth and provide resistance to
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bacterial infections, the emergence of drug-resistance and
cytotoxic side effects of chemotherapy hinder their clinical
treatment effect,2,3 which has driven researchers to pursue safer
therapeutic methods that can retain great therapeutic efficiency
while minimizing drug resistance and toxic side effects.
Photodynamic therapy (PDT) approaches are constructed using
three important factors, namely, a photosensitizer (PS), photo-
source and oxygen, to generate cytotoxic reactive oxygen species
(ROS) to destroy cellular/bacterial structures and induce death.
PDT has the advantages of great therapeutic efficiency, little
damage to normal tissue, low cytotoxicity and almost no side
effects.4–7

Photosensitizers (PSs) are the core component to produce
ROS under light irradiation, and their performances determine
the efficiency in the PDT process of PDT. To meet the require-
ments of biological applications, ideal PSs should have the
properties of water solubility, good biocompatibility, near-
infrared red (NIR) absorption or emission wavelengths, and
highly efficient ROS production ability.8–10 Recently, increasing
research attention has been paid to the development of
RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 13801–13807 | 13801
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Scheme 1 Synthetic routes for TNZ, TNZBr and TNZCHO.
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advanced organic PSs, which mainly include a series of deriva-
tives based on porphyrin,11 rhodamine,12 and phthalocyanine
units.13 Although above-mentioned effective PSs could achieve
satisfactory phototherapeutic outcomes towards tumors and
bacteria, their weak uorescence intensity as well as the
reduced ROS efficiency caused by stronger intermolecular p–p
stacking interactions are unfavorable for their application in
uorescence-imaging-guided PDT.14,15 In contrast, new PSs with
aggregation-induced emission (AIE) properties are usually
constructed with a twisted molecular conformation that can
effectively inhibit p–p stacking interactions to boost the uo-
rescence intensity and ROS efficiency.16–18 Therefore, AIE-active
PSs have recently received increasing research interest for the
PDT of tumors and wound infections.19,20 However, most AIE-
active PSs mainly produce the type II ROS of singlet oxygen
(1O2), which creates the challenge of reduced ROS efficiency in
the tumor microenvironment due to the hypoxia effect of
tumors. To overcome this problem, many innovative methods
have been proposed, such as hyperbaric oxygen therapy to
enhance oxygen perfusion in tumors and oxygen self-
supplement systems to promote oxygen generation.21,22

Although above-mentioned methods achieved outstanding
effects in terms of relieve hypoxia, untoward side effects such as
hyperoxic seizures and barotrauma problems from above-
mentioned approaches were also reported. As an alternative to
the oxygen supply method, creating PSs with low oxygen
dependence might be a more promising research direction for
the clinical application of PDT technology.

Unlike 1O2, other ROS, such as the superoxide anion radical
(O2c

−) and hydroxy radical (OHc), which are classied as type I
ROS, have the property of low oxygen-dependence, thus
showing promising application potential for hypoxic tumor
treatment.23 Recently, increasing research attention has been
paid to the development of AIE-active PSs with type I ROS
generation of O2c

− and OHc, which show great bioimaging and
PDT efficiency for hypoxic tumors because of their unique
advantages of aggregation-enhanced uorescence and ROS
efficiency as well as low oxygen-dependence.24,25 However, most
of the reported type I PSs require complex synthetic processes,
especially the type I PSs with near-infrared red (NIR) uores-
cence, which are usually fabricated by designing complex
molecular structures with a stronger intramolecular charge
transfer state or longer electronic conjugation, present difficult
synthetic and purication processes.26 Therefore, developing
new AIE-active type I PSs with NIR uorescence that have the
feature of simple synthetic steps is of special importance for
promoting the clinical transformation of type I PDT technology.

In this work, we synthesized two different type I PSs with
aggregation-induced NIR uorescence via very simple one- or
two-synthetic-step approaches. Naphtho(2,3-c)(1,2,5)thiadiazole
(NTZ), which is usually used to fabricate deep-red and NIR
emitters with improved molar absorption coefficients and
photoluminescent quantum yields (PLQYs), was adopted as the
research moiety.27,28 To achieve AIE and NIR properties, the
typical AIE-active electronic donor triphenylamine (TPA) was
conjugated with one side of NTZ to obtain the compound TNZ
as a reference, and a heavy atom (Br) and electron-withdrawing
13802 | RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 13801–13807
aldehyde group were introduced to the other side of NTZ to give
the two new photosensitizers of TNZBr and TNZCHO (Scheme
1). Experimental results show that the introduction of the heavy
atom and ICT effects would not only red-shi the emission
maximum to the NIR region but also greatly improve their ROS
efficiency. TNZCHO maintains good uorescence intensity
when aggregated, while the uorescence is quenched for
TNZBr. Detailed identication of ROS unexpectedly reveals that
TNZBr and TNZCHO generate only the type I ROS O2c

− and OHc

aer white-light irradiation, and there is not any 1O2 generation
for these two PSs. Finally, we evaluate the uorescent cellular
imaging and PDT efficacy of these two PSs for human umbilical
vein endothelial (HUVEC) cells and HepG2 cancer cells under
normal oxygen and hypoxic conditions; the cellular viability is
lower than 20% upon white light irradiation, indicating
a satisfactory PDT outcome toward the cancer cells. Compared
with the type I PSs reported recently,29–36 the advantage of this
work is providing a simple method to prepare free-radical PSs
with deep red uorescence. However, several shortcomings are
also obvious; for example, the absorption and emission wave-
lengths do not reach the near-infrared red region, which is
unfavorable for achieving excellent PDT outcomes in the deep
tumor. In addition, the PSs should be endowed with activatable
performance, which could effectively solve the problem of PS
phototoxicity post-PDT.

Results and discussion
Synthesis and characterization

Three compounds TNZ, TNZBr and TNZCHO were synthesized
by adopting simple one- and two-step Suzuki reactions. The
reference TNZ is reported according to the previous literature.
To investigate the inuence of introducing the heavy atom
effect and intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) effect on the
ROS efficiency and ROS species, the bromine atom (Br) and
benzaldehyde group were introduced to TNZ to obtain targeted
compounds TNZBr and TNZCHO, respectively. Nuclear
magnetic spectra (NMR) were measured to conrm their
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 1 Electronic cloud distribution of HOMOs and LUMOs at the
ground state determined at the M0-62X/6-31G(d,p) level.

Fig. 2 (A) Absorption and fluorescence spectra of TNZ, TNZBr and
TNZCHO in THF solution. Change in the emitted fluorescence
intensity and maximal emission wavelength in various solvents with
different polarities: (B) TNZ, (C) TNZBr, and (D) TNZCHO. Concen-
tration of emitters: 10 mM.

Fig. 3 (A) Fluorescence spectra of TNZ, TNZBr and TNZCHO in THF
solution and the aggregated state (90% water fraction in DMSO/H2O
mixture). (B) Change in the emitted fluorescence intensity in DMSO/
H2O mixtures with different water fractions. Concentration of emit-
ters: 10 mM.

Fig. 4 ROS detection of TNZ, TNZBr and TNZCHO using different
ROS probes: (A) H2DCF-DA, (B) ABDA, (C) DHR123, and (D) HPF. (E)
Energy levels of the emitters according to theoretical calculations
based on TD-DFT.
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molecular structure (Fig. S1–S6†), and high-resolution mass
spectrometry (HRMS) was used to measure the molecular
weight of TNZBr and TNZCHO (Fig. S15 and S16†); the results
suggested the successful preparation of TNZ, TNZBr and
TNZCHO.

Fig. 1 presents the theoretical calculations of the electron
cloud distribution and energy of highest occupied molecular
orbitals (HOMOs) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals
(LUMOs), which is used to understand the process of electronic
transition in depth. In their HOMO frontier orbitals, electrons
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
were mainly distributed on the TNZ skeleton, leading to similar
HOMO energy levels (−6.13 eV, −6.19 eV and −6.19 eV).
However, differences were observed among LUMOs; for
example, the electrons of the LUMO of TNZ were mainly
concentrated on the NTZ core and its adjacent benzene ring,
while the LUMO electrons of TNZBr and TNZCHO not only
concentrated on the NTZ core and its adjacent benzene ring, but
also distributed on the Br atom and benzaldehyde group. This
difference causes their differences in LUMO energy levels; TNZ
has a LUMO energy of−1.84 eV, while the LUMOs of TNZBr and
TNZCHO are deeper at −2.05 eV, resulting in a smaller energy
gap for TNZBr and TNZCHO than for the reference compound
TNZ, suggesting possibly longer absorption and emission
wavelengths for TNZBr and TNZCHO than TNZ.

Fig. 2 presents UV-Vis absorption and uorescence spectra,
which were used to verify the correctness of above theoretical
calculations and observe absorption and emission peaks. The
maximum absorption peaks of the three emitters are located at
around 506 nm and are ascribed to the ICT transition from the
triphenylamine (TPA) unit to the NTZ core according to theo-
retical calculations. Adopting their maximum absorption
wavelength as the excitation wavelength, their uorescence
spectra were collected. Compared to the TNZ sample with
a maximum emission wavelength peaking at 650 nm, TNZCHO
and TNZBr show an obvious redshi in their emission maxima,
which are located at 667 nm and 691 nm, respectively. This
result is in good agreement with the theoretical calculation of
smaller energy gaps for TNZCHO/TNZBr than TNZ. Theoretical
calculations reveal that the three emitters all have signicant
ICT behavior from TPA to the NTZ core; therefore, to provide
evidence of their ICT properties, a test of the solvent effect on
the three emitters was carried out by monitoring the change in
RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 13801–13807 | 13803



Fig. 5 (A) Dynamic light scatting spectrum of TNZBr NPs and (B) dynamic light scatting spectrum of TNZCHONPs. (C) Absorption spectra of the
ABDA probe in the presence of TNZBr NPs undergoing white light irradiation for different times. (D) Absorption spectra of the ABDA probe in the
presence of TNZCHO NPs undergoing white light irradiation for different times. (E) Fluorescence spectra of the HPF probe in the presence of
TNZBr NPs undergoing white light irradiation for different times. (F) Fluorescence spectra of the HPF probe in the presence of TNZCHO NPs
undergoing white light irradiation for different times. (G) Fluorescence spectra of the DHR probe in the presence of TNZBr NPs undergoing white
light irradiation for 10 min. (H) Fluorescent spectra of the DHR probe in the presence of TNZCHO NPs undergoing white light irradiation for
10 min. Light source: 50 mW cm−2, concentration of PS-based NPs: 3.3 mg mL−1.
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the uorescence intensity and maximum emission wavelength
in various organic solvents with different polarities. As shown in
Fig. 2B–D and S7,† from low-polarity toluene to high-polarity
dichloromethane, the maximum emission wavelength of all
the emitters was gradually red-shied, and their uorescence
intensity was quenched when the solvent polarity became
larger. This provides solid evidence that the three emitters
possess typical ICT features.

Fig. 3 demonstrates the change in uorescence spectra and
intensity from the solution to aggregates. As shown in Fig. 3A,
with the formation of aggregates in aqueous solution due to
their hydrophobicity, the wavelength of maximum emission
peaks decreases compared to the maximum uorescence
wavelength in THF solution. Specically, TNZ, TNZBr and
TNZCHO have maximum uorescence wavelengths peaking at
648, 687 and 669 nm, respectively, which are blue-shied to 637,
670 and 661 nm, respectively. This might be ascribed to the
environmental polarity decreasing aer aggregation comparing
that when dissolved in THF solvent. Their AIE performance is
further evidenced by measuring the change in uorescence
intensity in the DMSO/H2O mixture with different water frac-
tions. As shown in Fig. 3B and S8,† in the DMSO solvent, the
three emitters all show very weak uorescence because of the
synergistic interactions of the stronger ICT effect and drastic
molecular motion to quench uorescence.37,38 Once aggregation
occurs, molecular motion is suppressed, which weakens the
non-radiative transition channel, and more singlet energy can
be used to emit uorescence.39 In addition, the environmental
polarity decreases because formed nano-aggregates could
reduce the inuence of uorescence from the DMSO solvent.
The photoluminescence quantum yields of TNZBr and TNZCHO
13804 | RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 13801–13807
in solution and powder were measured. In dimethyl sulfoxide,
there is hardly any uorescence with PLQYs of 0.03% and 0.6%,
but they emit obvious uorescence with PLQYs of 4.0% and
11.4% in powder.
ROS detection

The introduction of stronger ICT and heavy atom effect is
benecial for promoting an intersystem crossing (ISC) channel
between singlet and triplet states, resulting in inducing the
generation of ROS.40 To provide evidence for this, Fig. 4
measures and compares clearly the ROS performances of these
emitters. First, H2DCF-DA probe was used to detect the total
ROS generation upon white light irradiation. As shown in
Fig. 4A and S9,† the three emitters could effectively generate
ROS, as indicated by the obvious enhancement in uorescence
intensity from the H2DCF-DA probe, and the ability of TNZBr
and TNZCHO to generate ROS is higher than that of TNZ, as
indicated by their stronger uorescence signal under the same
conditions, suggesting that the introduction of the heavy atom
and ICT effect could indeed improve the ROS efficiency of the
PSs. To identify the type of ROS generated, the ABDA probe,
which shows specic recognition of the type II ROS singlet
oxygen (1O2), was rst used. As shown in Fig. 4B and S10,† the
absorption intensity of the ABDA probe shows little change even
when a mixed solution of the PSs and ABDA probe is irradiated
with white light for 10 min, demonstrating that there is almost
no 1O2 generation. Therefore, type I ROS should be considered.
DHR123, a well-known uorescent indicator that shows bright
green uorescence aer interacting with O2c

−, was used to
detect whether these three PSs could produce the type I ROS
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 6 (A) In vitro fluorescence imaging of HUVEC cells using TNZCHO (concentration of 50 mg mL−1). (B) In vitro fluorescence imaging of
HUVEC cells using TNZBr NPs (concentration of 50 mg mL−1). (C) Cellular viability of TNZCHO-NP-treated HepG2 cells with and without white
light irradiation for 10 min. (D) Cellular viability of TNZBr-NP-treated HepG2 cells with and without white light irradiation for 10 min. (E) Confocal
microscopic images of HepG2 cells treated with TNZBr NPs or TNZCHO NPs (concentration of 100 mg mL−1, light power of 50 mW cm−2).
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O2c
−. As shown in Fig. 4C and S11,† upon light irradiation, the

uorescence intensity of the DHR123 probe is obviously
enhanced, which suggests that the three PSs could produce the
type I ROS O2c

−. TNZ results in stronger uorescence of
DHR123 probe than the other two PSs, which could demon-
strate that TNZ has better ability to generate O2c

−. Finally,
another type I ROS, cOH, was detected using the specic uo-
rescent probe HPF. As shown in Fig. 4D and S12,† neither the
pure probe nor PS TNZ alone produce signicant cOH aer
suitable light irradiation, as indicated by the lack of obvious
enhancement of the uorescence intensity. In contrast, TNZBr
and TNZCHO generated cOH effectively, as shown by the
signicant enhancement of the uorescence intensity from the
probe. Theoretical calculations of excited energy levels were
carried out. As shown in Fig. 4E, the larger energy splitting
(DEst) between the lowest singlet state (S1) and lowest triplet
state (T1) demonstrates that intersystem crossing (ISC) from S1
to T1 could not occur. However, the DEst values of S1 and T2 is
smaller, being calculated as 0.25 eV, 0.27 eV and 0.29 eV, sug-
gesting a possible ISC process to produce triplet energy in these
three PSs.

To improve the hydrophilicity of the PSs TNZBr and
TNZCHO, the amphiphilic polymer DSPEG2000 was used to
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
encapsulate them to afford polymeric nanoparticles (TNZBr NPs
and TNZCHO NPs). The TNZBr NPs and TNZCHO NPs have
PLQYs of 2.1% and 9.4%, respectively. Fig. 5 presents the
diameters and ROS performance of the TNZBr/TNZCHO-based
NPs. First, the absorption and uorescence spectra of the PS-
based NPs were collected. As shown in Fig. S13,† the absorp-
tion area of the two NPs covers the entire visible region ranging
from 250 to 650 nm, their absorption peakmaxima were located
at 517 and 536 nm, and their photoluminescence peak maxima
were located at 670 nm (Fig. S14†). Such a wide absorption
range make these PSs-based NPs better able to absorb the
energy from white light, which is good for producing ROS aer
irradiation with a white light source. Therefore, the efficiency of
the TNZBr and TNZCHO NPs for generating ROS was then
evaluated. Prior to this, the diameters of the two NPs were
measured; the TNZBr and TNZCHO NPs have particle sizes of
95.94 nm and 123.19 nm, respectively, and their surface
potentials are −12.68 mV and −5.88 mV, respectively (Fig. 5A
and B); these small NPs could enter cells well, theoretically.
Next, the ROS properties of the NPs were characterized. As
shown in Fig. 5C and D, similarly to the corresponding small
molecules, the polymeric NPs do not produce 1O2 aer white
light irradiation, but could effectively produce the type I ROS
RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 13801–13807 | 13805
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cOH (Fig. 5E and F). The production of another type I ROS, O2c
−,

was also conrmed by combining the specic probe DHR123
and vitamin C (VC); as shown in Fig. 5G and H, the uorescence
of the DHR123 probe improves obviously when two PS-based
NPs solutions are irradiated by white light; however, when VC
was added to the aqueous solutions of the PS-based NPs, the
uorescence intensity showed a slight enhancement, which
indicates that the two PS-based NPs could generate O2c

−.
Cellular imaging and PDT efficiency

Based on their better performances involving bright deep red/
near-infrared red uorescence and effective ROS generation,
the TNZBr- and TNZCHO-based NPs were further used for the
biological applications of labelling human umbilical vein
endothelial (HUVEC) cells and killing HepG2 cancer cells. Fig. 6
presents cellular imaging and PDT effects. As shown in Fig. 6A
and B due to their smaller diameter, the TNZCHO NPs could
enter HUVEC cells within 4 hours, as demonstrated by the fact
that bright red uorescence could be observed clearly in the
cells. In contrast, the TNZBr NPs started to enter the cells within
2 hours, which may be ascribed to the smaller particle size of
the TNZBr NPs. The in vitro photodynamic therapeutic efficacy
of the TNZBr and TNZCHO NPs towards HepG2 cancer cells was
investigated using CCK-8 assay. As shown in Fig. 6C and D, both
the NPs possess negligible dark cytotoxicity to cells; even at
a high concentration of 100 mg mL−1, the cellular viability is still
close to 100%. Furthermore, routine blood assays and blood
biochemistry tests of healthy mice aer receiving an intra-
tumoral injection of the TNZBr NPs or TNZCHO NPs were
carried out to further evaluate the biological safety of the two
NPs (Fig. S17†). The results show that blood parameters were
within their normal ranges, suggesting the good biocompati-
bility of the NPs. However, under white light irradiation (50 mW
cm−2), the two PSs-based NPs exhibit obvious photocytotoxicity
to the cancer cells in a dose-dependent manner. In the case of
the TNZCHO NPs, the cellular viability decreases to 52.5% aer
treatment with a concentration of 40 mg mL−1 in the normal
oxygen environment, reaching 15.6% when the treatment
concentration was 100 mg mL−1. For the TNZBr NPs, when cells
are treated with a concentration of 40 mg mL−1, the cellular
viability decreases to 36.3%, which is further reduced to 10.2%
when the concentration of NPs is 100 mg mL−1. Above results
demonstrate the effective photocytotoxicity of the TNZBr- and
TNZCHO-based PS NPs. Additionally, under a hypoxic envi-
ronment, TNZBr and TNZCHO still exhibit effective photo-
therapeutic outcomes. Further, to directly conrm the PDT
outcomes, live/dead cell staining experiments were performed
using a co-staining assay (uorescein diacetate (FDA)/
propidium iodide (PI)). As shown in Fig. 6E, the cancer cells
treated with the TNZBr NPs and TNZCHO NPs show bright red
uorescence, with only a small amount of green uorescent
cells being retained, suggesting the satisfactory photo-
therapeutic efficacy of the two PS-based NPs toward the cancer
cells. In the hypoxic condition, the PDT efficacy of the two NPs is
obviously effective toward the cancer cells (Fig. S18†).
13806 | RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 13801–13807
Conclusions

In summary, we designed and prepared three PSs with bright
NIR uorescence via a very simple synthetic process. Through
introducing the heavy atom and ICT effects, a uorescence red
shi occurred, and the ROS efficiency was obviously enhanced.
An investigation of the ROS performance of PSs demonstrates
that TNZBr and TNZCHO produce only type I ROSs including
O2c

− and cOH, without producing any type II ROS 1O2. In vitro
bioimaging results reveal that the PSs could achieve clear
uorescent visualization of HUVEC cells, as well as good pho-
totherapeutic efficacy towards HepG2 cells under normal and
hypoxic conditions. This work develops a simple method to
prepare NIR-type PSs that exhibit satisfactory efficacy for the
uorescence imaging of HUVEC cells and anticancer effect
toward HepG2 cells. In addition, we propose some possible
factors for the design of type I PSs based on our results: (1)
smaller energy gap between the molecular T1 state and ground
state (DET1–S0), which could suppress the energy transfer
channel between triplet energy and oxygen; (2): electron-rich
environment around the PS, which is benecial for acceler-
ating electron transfer to produce type I ROS; (3) longer lifetime
of the T1 state, which provides enough reactive time for electron
transfer from the electron to the T1 state to occur; (4) creating
a strong ICT and heavy atom effect to boost the efficiency of type
I ROS production.
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